To put it simply, we’re pre-roll experts. Other packaging companies sell as many items as they can, offering no in-depth product expertise. We at Custom Cones USA have been in the combustible sector of the market since the very beginning and have helped hundreds of brands get started, scale up, and expand their brand. From our deep knowledge about paper science, to our ISO-9001 factory, to our attentive support team - we aren’t just suppliers, we are strategic partners for your pre-roll business.
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PACKAGING

Cigarette Style Boxes
Joint Tubes
Joint Tube Labels
Push Packs
Pre-Roll Slider Box
Pre-Roll Snap Pack

MACHINES

Cannabis Grinder
Automated Pre-Roll Machine
Industrial Cone Packer
Sluice Box
Canna Labelers
Overwrapping Machine
Blunt Rolling Machine

PROMO ITEMS

Promo Packs
Rolling Paper Booklets
Design Services
Our pre-rolled cones are the highest quality cones on the market. They come in four standard sizes; 84mm which fits .5g of flower, 98mm Reefer, which also fits .5g (but is taller and skinnier than the 84mm), 98mm, which fits .75g, and 109mm, which fits 1 gram. All standard sizes are represented by the chart to the right.

**ULTRA-FINE FRENCH PAPER**
The papers used to manufacture our cones are sourced from France, meaning they’re slow-burning, high-quality papers. Oh yeah, did we mention that our hemp paper is 100% certified organic?

**FSC CERTIFIED**
FSC certification means that the rolling paper used is sustainably sourced and environmentally friendly!

**KNOCKBOX COMPATIBLE**
Our standard sizes were developed to be compatible with all industry standard knockboxes.

**PHASE THREE COMPLIANT**
Our cones are also compliant with California’s phase three testing, so you can feel safe using our cones in whichever market you’re based in.

**SLOW & EVEN BURN**
Since our cones have straight gum-lines, they burn evenly and slowly. This is caused by us using the exact amount of paper that’s needed!
Custom branded cones are becoming a necessity in our ever-evolving market. They act as a way to further brand your pre-roll and help to create a cohesive brand identity. Why buy cones with someone else’s logo on it when you could get them branded for just pennies more? Our custom branded cones come in the same paper types and sizes as our unbranded cones, so glance to the left to find detailed information on the paper types and standard sizes.

**LOW MOQS**
Our minimum order quantity starts at 5,600 cones, allowing you to order any quantity to fit your scale!

**FAST LEAD TIMES**
Custom jobs have a 4-6 week lead time once payment and artwork is approved - one of the fastest on the market!

**EXTERNAL WRAPS**
The external wrap is a sticker that covers the outside of the filter and allows colors to pop while adding a premium feel, perfect for luxury brands and unique pre-rolls.

**CIGAR BANDS**
Adding a cigar band helps your pre-roll stand out on the shelf by creating a classy, luxurious look. Cigar bands can be any custom size or shape!

**PREMIUM FILTER OPTIONS**
While the standard W-shape is tried and true, we also offer multiple premium options. Try out our spiral, glass, wood, and bio-cooling tips!

**BRANDING OPTIONS**
- STANDARD WRAP CIGAR BAND
- FILTER UPGRADES
  - BIO-COOLING
  - SPIRAL
  - GLASS
  - WOOD
- CUSTOM BRANDED PAPER CONES
(360) 335-3938
Our hemp wrap blunt cones are the perfect product for those looking to expand their pre-roll line and break into the blunt market. Full, rich, super slow burning, and made from all-natural hemp, these cones are a must have for every pre-roll brand and company looking to release new products.

**NICOTINE & TOBACCO FREE**
Our hemp wrap blunt cones are completely made with all-natural hemp, allowing you to sell them in most licensed dispensaries since they do not contain any tobacco or nicotine.

**RICH & SLOW-BURNING**
Blunt cones are much thicker than traditional paper cones, leading to a slower burn that is perfect for social settings!

**FULL-FLAVOR**
With every hit from from one of our blunts, your customers will notice the semi-sweet, natural flavors that perfectly complement the flower within.

**EUROPEAN-MADE**
Our hemp wraps are sourced from Europe, meaning that you can rest assured that our cones are the highest quality on the market.

**SEALLED FOR FRESHNESS**
We ship all of our boxes of blunt cones individually wrapped in order to provide a layer of protection from the elements - keeping the cones as fresh as possible!
While unbranded hemp wrap blunt cones are sure to leave your customers satisfied, custom-branded cones are a way to have your pre-rolls stand out. By using custom branded cones, you’re enabling your customers to do your marketing for you by having your logo and brand identity be represented on the pre-roll. For more direct information about our hemp wrap blunt cones, take a look at the page to the left!

**EXTERNAL BRANDING**
Given the nature of hemp wraps, you can’t see custom branding through the paper like with our cones. Thankfully, we have you covered with our external wraps and cigar bands. Both of these options allow for your branding to shine through, and stand apart from the rest!

**PREMIUM FILTERS**
For those looking for a unique filter type, Custom Cones USA is the only place offering multiple filter types. These include the paper spiral filters, glass, wood, and bio-cooling filters. The paper spiral is one of our more popular filter options due to the smooth but heavy draw.

**LOW MOQS**
Our minimum order quantity starts at 4,800, allowing businesses of all scale to order custom cones!

**FAST LEAD TIMES**
Custom branded blunt cones have a lead time of 4-6 weeks with approval by the production manager.

**BRANDING OPTIONS**
- WRAP
- CIGAR BAND

**FILTER UPGRADES**
- BIO-COOLING
- WOOD
- GLASS
- SPIRAL
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With an unbranded price point, but a custom branded look, our designer cones are the perfect product for those looking to bridge the gap between unbranded and branded cones. They can be ordered by the box straight from our website, which means no MOQs!

**INDICA, HYBRID, SATIVA CONES**
Perfect for pre-roll multi-packs, we keep our pre-branded Indica, Hybrid, and Sativa cones in-stock and ready to go! You can now easily create pre-roll multi-packs without ordering custom branded cones. Great for small farmers and pre-roll brands looking to diversify into multi-packs.

**HOLIDAY CONES**
Increase sales and entice customers with limited edition holiday pre-rolls! Thanksgiving, Christmas, 420, and so much more - with no MOQ, you can now easily create seasonal packaging for your pre-rolls.

**PRINTED PAPER CONES**
Our printed paper pre-rolled cones are perfect for specialty pre-rolls or brands trying to stand out with a unique pre roll product on 4/20. Compared to our competition, which uses typical inks for their printed papers, we only use vegetable based inks, ensuring a smooth smoke and compliance in regulated markets.
Cones for a Cause is a campaign that we’re running in order to raise awareness for, and fund, charities across the nation. For all of our designs, we donate 10% of our profits to select charities. These cones are the perfect option for those looking to create socially conscious pre-roll lines to expand their brand. We highly encourage all of our clients to join us in donating a percentage of their profits as well!

**SOCIALLY CONCIOUS**
These cones represent more than just a cause - they represent your commitment to bettering the society around you. Consumers appreciate this sentiment and will feel better using your product knowing that you care.

**CHARITABLE**
We donate 10% of our profits from the Cones for a Cause line to reputable charities and encourage all our partners to do so as well!

**HIGH-QUALITY CONES**
Our Cones for a Cause use the same high-quality, food grade, FSC certified pre-rolled cones as the rest of our products, so you know you will be receiving the best cones on the market!

---

**PITCH US YOUR CAUSE**
If you have a charitable cause that you would like to support with your pre-roll brand, let us know! We’re more than happy to work with you on developing a new line of our Cones for a Cause. Currently, we’re working on rolling out cone lines for Pride Month and Veterans Relief. Contact us for more details!
Artisan Tubes are unique to Custom Cones USA! Our latest innovation, Artisan Tubes are the perfect balance of a joint cone and a cigarette tube. While cigarette tubes have to be made with thicker papers, our Artisan Tubes are made with our Ultra-Fine French rolling paper. Better yet, instead of a cigarette style filter they use our Artisan spiral filter tip. They create the smoothest smoking draw possible, sure to blow you away!

**ULTRA-FINE FRENCH PAPER**
Our Artisan Tubes are made with the same Ultra-Fine French rolling papers that we use on our cones, ensuring a clean and perfect burn.

**SPIRAL FILTER**
Our Artisan Tubes come with a special paper spiral tip that creates a smooth and heavy draw without any of the filtration you’d expect with a cigarette tube.

**FSC CERTIFIED**
FSC certified means that our rolling papers are sustainably sourced and environmentally friendly!

**PHASE THREE COMPLIANT**
All of our rolling papers, filter papers, and inks used in custom branding, have been tested under the strictest Phase III regulations.

**PAPER TYPES**

- **REFINED WHITE**
- **UNREFINED BROWN**
- **NATURAL HEMP**

**STANDARD SIZES**

- **1 GRAM**
- **3/4 GRAM**
- **1/2 GRAM**

**CUSTOMBRANDING**

**MULTIPLE PAPER TYPES**

**SPIRAL FILTERS**

**CUSTOMCONESUSA.COM**
CUSTOM ARTISAN TUBES

Custom branding your artisan tubes will give you individuality in the pre-roll market. Beyond adding your branding, we can also customize the width and length of both the tubes and the filters! If you would like to move away from paper, we can also make your tubes with our all natural hemp wrap for a blunt-like experience.

LOW MOQS
Our minimum order quantity starts at 5,600 tubes, allowing you to order any quantity to fit your scale!

FAST LEAD TIMES
Custom jobs have a 4-6 week lead time once approved by the production manager, one of the fastest on the market!

EXTERNAL WRAPS
If you want your branding more clearly shown, adding an external wrap adds your logo on top of the rolling paper! External wraps can be glossy or matte - even gold foil!

CIGAR BANDS
Add a cigar band to make your pre-roll stand out on the shelf by creating a classy and luxurious look. Cigar bands can be any custom size and shape.

PREMIUM FILTER OPTIONS
While the special spiral tip creates an incredible smoking experience, you can even upgrade to glass, wood, or our bio-cooling tips.

BRANDING OPTIONS

(360) 335-3938
The cordia palm leaf comes from the borage family of palms, giving it a subtle, earthy flavor that complements your cannabis perfectly. Our Cordia Palm Leaf Blunts are ideal for those trying to create a high-end, natural pre-roll brand. With their cornhusk filter tips and natural look, they’re sure to help you stand out on the dispensary shelves. They have a more vibrant green than our Tendu Blunts, as well as being a little more durable.

**NO GLUE**
They’re made using a natural drying process, which means that no glue is used to keep their shape!

**CORNHUSK FILTERS**
Adding to the natural appeal of these blunts are their cornhusk filters. They’re completely natural and allow for a smooth, clean draw.

**CUSTOM SIZES**
While our standard sizes include a 1 gram or 2 gram blunt, we’re able to make any size you need between 1 and 10 grams!

**CUSTOM BANDS**
Our stock palm tubes come with a plain black band, which creates a sleek look and shows the consumer where the filter starts. If you want to add a custom cigar band to your palm blunts, the minimum is 6,000 rolls.
Our Tendu Leaf Blunts are tailor-made for those trying to create a high-end, natural pre-roll brand. The slow-burning blunts enhance the flavor of your pre-roll without interfering with your flowers’ terpenes. They have a more muted green than the Cordia Blunts, and have a softer feel and slimmer profile. They’re flexible too!

**NO GLUE**
They’re made using a natural drying process, which means that no glue is used to keep their shape!

**CORNHUSK FILTERS**
Adding to the natural appeal of these blunts are their cornhusk filters. They’re completely natural and allow for a smooth, clean draw.

**CUSTOM SIZES**
While our standard sizes are 1 or 2 gram blunts, we’re able to make any size you need between 1 and 10 grams!

**CUSTOM BANDS**
While they’re held together naturally, we fit them with a band for added rigidity and to give consumers somewhere to grip the pre-roll at. These bands can be customized to have your branding or any color you may desire.

---
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Cigarette style tubes are perfect for brands that want their pre-rolls to look and feel like a classic cigarette. However, compared to traditional cigarette tubes, our tubes are specifically designed for flower and hemp! We offer a wide variety of paper types, filter colors, and filter options to choose from.

**HIGH-FLOW FILTER**
Compared to traditional cigarette filters, our High-Flow filters are specifically designed for cannabis and hemp pre-rolls. As the name indicates, the High-Flow filter is easier to draw through, filtering out less smoke for more potent hits!

**HEMP PAPER FILTER**
Our hemp paper filters are made from scrunched up hemp paper, so they are even easier to draw through than our High-Flow filters. Plus, they are biodegradable!

**HOLLOW TIP FILTER**
The Hollow-Tip filter is perfect for brands that want their pre-roll to look like a cigarette, but have no filtration at all. With a hole right down the middle, you'll get big hits with these tubes.

**CUSTOM TUBES**
If you want custom branded tubes or want to customize the paper/filter type, the minimum is 50,000 tubes. You can change the filter paper color, paper and filter types, add your logo, and even incorporate gold foil.

**PAPER TYPES**
- White Hemp 28GSM
- Unrefined Flax 28GSM
- Brown Hemp 18GSM

**FILTER PAPER COLORS**
- White
- Cream
- Black

**FILTER TYPES**
- Hollow-Tip
- High-Flow
- Hemp

**VARIATIONS THAT ARE KEPT IN STOCK**
- White Hemp
- White Filter Paper
- Hollow Filter
- Unrefined Flax
- Cream Filter Paper
- Hollow-tip Filter
- Brown Hemp
- Black Filter Paper
- Hemp Filter
- Brown Hemp
- Black Filter Paper
- High-flow Filter
The cigarette-style box is a great eco-friendly option for those looking for custom branded packaging. We have a wide variety of standard sizes for those looking to cut costs, but we can work with you to create any size you need!

**FULL CUSTOM BRANDING**
The cigarette-style boxes can be completely customized to allow for your branding to truly shine through. When making variety packs, clients often work strain indicators into their design to act as a key for customers.

**ECO FRIENDLY PACKAGING**
Our standard boxes come with 15pt C1S paper, which is completely compostable and eco-friendly. For those looking for more premium, sustainably-sourced paper, we can provide it as well!

**STANDARD & CUSTOM SIZES**
Currently we offer standard sizes that fit 4, 5, 10, and 20 pre-rolls, but you’re not limited by just those! We’re able to work with you to develop any size and capacity that would suit your needs.
Our joint tubes are American-made and certified child-resistant! We currently offer them in three sizes; 116mm, which is perfect for a 1-gram pre-roll (or two half-grams), 98mm, which can fit a 3/4-gram, and 90mm, which can hold a half-gram pre-roll or snugly fit a 3/4 gram. We have an array of standard colors and can work with you to develop any other colors you may need!

**AMERICAN-MADE**

These joint tubes are made in America, so you don’t have to worry about them being flimsy or curved like most from abroad. Their durability also lends itself nicely for consumer reuse!

**CHILD RESISTANT**

Our joint tubes are certified child resistant and we have the ASTM documents to prove it! This allows for them to be sold all across the country, as they meet all of the strictest packaging requirements.

**ARRAY OF COLORS**

We offer multiple colors for our clients in order to help them stand out on dispensary shelves! Currently we have clear, black, white, gold, and silver as standard options.

Try bundling our clear joint tubes with our designer cones to have your pre-rolls stand out on the dispensary shelves!
Our joint tube labels were designed to replicate the slight taper in the pre-roll tube. The tapered tube label ensures that when the tube label is applied, all of your branding will look straight and even. When you look at the back where the edges of the label meet you will see that the edges of the labels meet perfectly. This, along with our ultra-strong adhesive, creates the perfect label for pre-roll joint tubes!

**ULTRA-STRONG ADHESIVE**
We’ve seen too many pre-rolls containers at the dispensary with flagging labels, or labels peeling off due to weak adhesives. Because of this, we print our labels on 2.4mil white pearlized BOPP with an ultra-strong adhesive, meant for round containers in oily environments.

**TAPERED LABELS**
This means that your labels will look better than ever. Your branding will look perfectly straight when you apply the label to the tube.

**CUSTOM BRANDING**
With custom branded labels, your pre-roll brand can pop out on the dispensary shelves. If you need help designing your labels, check out our design services page!

**LABEL APPLICATION**
We can also apply your joint tube labels for you! Reach out to our sales team to find out more details.
The Push Pack is an ideal package for those that are looking to make pre-roll multi-packs in sturdy, durable, eco-friendly packaging. You can completely customize the printing on the Push Pack to reflect your branding - this includes custom printing on the sliders! The most common sizes are 7 or 5 packs, but we can make any custom packaging for any number or sized pre-rolls.

**CHILD RESISTANT**

In order to open the package, you need to press in on the rubber slider on the back, and then push the tray outward. This adds a layer of security to the package, keeping the tray secure when it should be. While it comes standard in black, you’re able to customize the color if you desire.

**CUSTOM BRANDING**

Since it’s custom printed, you’re able to utilize the entire package to educate consumers about your product, attach your UPCs and regulatory graphics, and add whatever design elements you need. The possibilities are endless!

**MULTIPLE INSERT OPTIONS**

For the tray, you have multiple insert options to enhance your packaging. Currently, we offer a standard, empty tray, a 5-pre-roll divider insert, and a match slot insert. We also offer the option to place a strike strip on the outward facing edge of the tray, allowing you to provide a full experience for your customers!

*You could also place hempwick, premium tips, or anything else in the slot!*

---

**CONTACT US TODAY TO GET STARTED ON YOUR CUSTOM PUSH PACKS**
The Child-Resistant Pre-Roll Slider Box is the perfect option for those looking for a rugged, sleek packaging option for pre-roll multi-packs.

**HIGHLY DURABLE**
Made out of high-quality, recyclable plastics, this slider-box is built to keep your pre-rolls safe. Perfect for throwing in your hiking bag or purse, all while keeping your pre-rolls safe.

**CHILD RESISTANT**
This package is fully compliant when it comes to child resistance regulations, but still easy for adults to open. Just push down on two spots and slide the inner tray out!

**VARIETY OF COLORS**
The outer piece comes in black and white, while the inner tray is available in a wide range of colors. At higher volumes, we can also custom color your packaging to perfectly match your branding!

**DIMENSIONS**
Internal: 3.9 X 2.1 X .5
External: 4.2 X 2.35 X .65

**STANDARD COLORS**

We offer multiple ways for you to apply your branding to our pre-roll slider box. You can design a custom label, slide on a paper sleeve, and add a pre-roll insert, which holds your joints snugly in place!
The Pre-Roll Snap Pack is a great choice for those looking for a unique and economical pre-roll multi-pack. It is child-resistant and fits perfectly in your pocket. Custom brand it with a custom label or shrink sleeve!

**CHILD RESISTANT**
The Snap Pack is completely child resistant and best of all, 100% senior friendly. Just push in on the top and flick the lid open - all with one hand!

**AMERICAN MADE**
Made in America, our Snap Packs are manufactured with durable, recyclable plastics that protect the pre-rolls from damage. This also allows for consumers to reuse the packaging!

**ERGONOMIC DESIGN**
The Snap Pack was designed to fit smoothly in the hands and pockets of consumers, while also allowing for a simple, one-handed opening process.

**CUSTOM BRANDING**
We also offer custom branded shrink sleeves and labels to help your packaging stand out and fully represent your brand.
Stop turning your flower to dust and start grinding it to the perfect size with ease! Our stainless-steel Industrial Cannabis Grinder was specifically developed with pre-rolls in mind. With three screen sizes and a high-torque motor, the flexibility and quality of our grinder is unmatched.

**OUTPUT**
With a high-torque motor that yields a throughput of one pound per minute, our grinder will save you time without sacrificing a quality grind. All with a standard 110V power cord that plugs into any standard outlet.

**PERFECT CONSISTENCY**
The three adjustable screens allow for total control of the particle size, allowing you to achieve the perfect grind for each unique strain and harvest.

**TERPENE PRESERVATION**
The high-torque and low RPM design helps preserve the terpenes and trichomes in your flower by reducing the amount of heat and stress applied it’s exposed to. Blenders and food processors spin too fast, which creates heat and destroys trichomes.
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TOP SELLER
MADE IN THE USA
WATCH YOUTUBE VIDEO
The Pre-Roller is both GMP Certified and UL Listed. This means that the machine was designed to be easily cleaned, easily sanitized, and safe to operate.

In regard to functionality, the combination of ease and precision was one of the main points of emphasis during development.

The 12” touchscreen contains an extensive library of instructional videos in order to train new operators on maintenance, operation, cleaning, and creating strain recipes.

The finished pre-rolls are accurate to .005g of the specified weight, meaning you will never have to worry about meeting the regulations surrounding weight accuracy.

During operation, you can create and save custom recipes for different strains to ensure the perfect blend and pack everytime. It only takes 10 minutes to change the cone size, 15 minutes to change strains, and 30 minutes to sterilize!

The Pre-Roller was designed to be a modular, station-based production system. Each time a station is improved, you’ll be able to easily slot in the new version.
Features

- Final pre-roll accuracy within 0.005 grams
- Ability to save & store unlimited custom recipes
- Cuts pre-roll twist to size with ability to do a flat top finish
- Modular station system allows you to upgrade each station individually
- Easy to change cone size - just 10 minutes to change to a new cone size
- Outputs between 1,000 - 2,000 pre-rolls per hour depending on fill weight
- Proprietary compacting system ensures an even density throughout the pre-roll
- Automatically picks & places cones; no need to load individual cones or magazines
- 8 Stations for weighing, filling, tamping, twisting, cutting, quality check and cleaning
- Easy to clean in order to help prevent cross-contamination; just 15 minutes to swap strains
- Touchscreen houses video tutorials on operation, recipe creation, cleaning, and maintenance

Output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fill Weight</th>
<th>Cones Size</th>
<th>Hourly Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.35g</td>
<td>84mm</td>
<td>1800 Cones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.4g</td>
<td>84mm</td>
<td>1200 Cones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.4g</td>
<td>98mm</td>
<td>1500 Cones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.5g</td>
<td>84mm</td>
<td>1200 Cones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.5g</td>
<td>98mm</td>
<td>1400 Cones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.75g</td>
<td>98mm</td>
<td>900 Cones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.75g</td>
<td>109mm</td>
<td>1200 Cones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1g</td>
<td>109mm</td>
<td>1000 Cones</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CustomConesUSA.com/Automated-Pure-Roll-Machine

Sign up for a hands-on demonstration

(360) 335-3938
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The Industrial Cone Packer 300 was designed to lend itself to minimal waste and re-work when filling pre-rolled cones. This is primarily due to the machine being tailor-made to a specific cone size in order to create a tight tolerance around the cone. Our pre-roll filling machine was developed with industry processors so it would work perfectly for you!

**CAPACITY & OUTPUT**
It holds 300 cones per tray and only takes a few minutes to perfectly pack your pre-roll.

**VOLUMETRIC FILLING**
The machine can be adjusted to meter out a specific weight based upon the desired volume using the included attachments.

**INDUSTRIAL BUILD**
Manufactured with stainless-steel and aerospace-grade, food-safe plastics, our cone packer is built for rigorous, heavy usage.

**VARIABLE SPEEDS**
The machine is operated using a variable-speed controller for custom packing rates. Speed it up or slow it down based on the specific strain or pre-roll size.

Variable Speed Controller

COMES WITH TWO HOLDING TRAYS

MADE IN THE USA

WATCH YOUTUBE VIDEO
The Sluice box can pack up to 401 pre-rolls in just under a minute due to its powerful motor. The standard sizing is for 98mm and 109mm, but you can also get an attachment for 84mm pre-rolls. Properly maintaining the machine is easy with the stainless steel materials and the optional slot-cleaning attachment.

**FILLS CONES AND TUBES**
Unlike most other cone-filling machines, the Sluice Box can work for both tubes AND cones when you buy the attachment for it. The versatility is perfect for anyone trying to expand their product lines!

**SIMPLE OPERATION**
The Sluice Box's user-friendly design has just one button, allowing for simple operation.

**VARIABLE QUANTITY**
The machine comes with attachments that fit into the cone slots that allow you to run smaller batches or split the batch into multiple strains.

**INDUSTRIAL BUILD**
Manufactured in the US with stainless-steel and food-safe plastics, the sluice box is built for rigorous, heavy usage.

**EASY TO CLEAN**
The Sluice Box can come with an optional, simple to use cleaning attachment that fits directly into the cone slots, allowing for easy maintenance and upkeep.
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Stop labeling your packaging by hand - not only is hand labeling slow and expensive, but it’s also not as accurate as labeling with machine assistance. We offer two levels of labeling technology, our Canna Labeler Starter, which is non-electric, and our Canna Labeler Pro, which is more automated.

CONTAINER DIAMETERS
Both the Starter and the Pro are able to label containers with a minimum diameter of 3/8in (8mm) and a maximum diameter of 4.3in (110mm)

CANNA LABELER STARTER
The Canna Labeler Starter will help you not only label faster, but more accurately as well. No more wasted labels or crooked stickers!

TRADE IN VALUE
Upgrade to a Canna Labeler Pro and receive 80% value from your Starter toward your order.

OUTPUT
8-10 labels per minute

CANNA LABELER PRO
The Canna Labeler Pro will scale your manufacturing to the next level. With an automated label dispenser, your labels are effortlessly and perfectly applied in seconds.

TRADE IN VALUE
Upgrade to our Industrial model and receive 25% value from your Pro toward your order.

OUTPUT
15-18 labels per minute

CONTACT US TO SEE HOW MUCH YOU CAN SAVE BY BUNDLING WITH YOUR JOINT TUBES
If you’re packaging your pre-rolls in an environmentally friendly, paper-based package, adding an overwrap is a great way to create a tamper-evident seal and help keep your product fresh over time. The added layer of protection also helps to preserves terpenes by acting as a air and moisture barrier.

**PROFESSIONAL LOOK**
Adding an overwrapping seal to your pre-roll packaging is a great way to add a professional finishing touch. Compared to shrink wrapping, overwrapping has a better look due to its professional and clean finish.

**SIMPLE AND FAST**
Our overwrapping machine is designed to be simple and user-friendly. Proudly built in the USA, all temperature settings are precisely set by the factory which ensures a perfect seal, everytime.

**TEAR TAPE**
The gold tear tape attachment allows for you to put a tear strip on the package, just like on cigarette boxes. This makes your package easier to open and look extremely professional!

**DIMENSIONS**
The overwrapping machine was manufactured to hold rolls of film with a width up to 12”.
Our blunt-rolling machine, also known as a Lieberman, bases its design off of the tool that hand-rolled cigar manufacturers around the world have used for decades. Its industrial grade materials and simple operation makes it a must-have for anyone trying to create a premium blunt-smoking experience.

**EQUAL COMPRESSION**
Compared to cheap hand-rollers, our blunt roller allows you to roll with perfectly even compression across the whole blunt. This creates a draw with perfect resistance and provides the ability to take large, flavorful hits with minimal harshness.

**FULLY CUSTOMIZEABLE**
Our blunt-rolling machine allows users to produce a pre-roll that is up to 12in in length with a diameter of up to 1in (27mm). Inquire about ordering our custom cigar bands for the ultimate eye-catching blunt!

**INCREASED OUTPUT**
The user-friendly design allows for absolute ease and efficiency when rolling the blunts. This leads to a much higher output than traditional hand rolling tools.

We also offer hemp-wrap bobbins, which are essentially rolls of the hemp wrap that we use for our hemp wrap blunt cones. These are perfect for customizing the length of your premium, hand-rolled blunts. We also offer a cutting service to pre-cut the bobbin to your desired lengths!
Our promo packs are the perfect promotional item for those looking to grow their brand exposure. We offer four different combinations; one 109mm cone, two 84mm, three 109mm, and six 84mm. The single and double packs have the same slim, square shape, while the three and six packs utilize the same wider packaging. In addition to the promo packs, you can also receive them in pre-packaged retail boxes!

**CUSTOM BRANDED FILTERS**

The cones within the promo packs come standard with your custom branding! They have all of the same customization options as our custom branded pre-rolled cones, allowing you to ensure your branding shines!

**RETAIL-READY**

While the standard, individually boxed style keeps the packs safe during transport, we also offer them in retail-ready boxes! These add an extra layer of protection through transportation, as well as enable you to easily hand them out during trade shows or other events. You could even slap some UPC codes on your design and ship them to dispensaries, already in retail display boxes!

**PREMIUM OPTIONS**

For those looking to have their promo packs further stand out, we also offer premium options for the packaging, including embossing, foil, spot-UV, and soft-touch coatings, as well as external wraps and cigar bands for the cones!
Highlight your brand with the highest quality custom rolling paper booklets on the market! Our promotional booklets use ultra-fine French rolling papers that are sure to leave a lasting impression with potential customers. They contain 32 papers - choose from refined white, unrefined brown, and 100% organic hemp. We offer three standard sizes, including one-and-a-quarter, king-size slim, and king size wide. You can also add filter tips, which can be plain, colored, or even custom branded, as well as a magnetic closure to create a high-quality product for your customers.

**DURABLE PACKAGING**
Our rolling paper booklets use sturdy, high-quality materials for housing the papers. They won’t bend and warp like our competitors, they’re meant to protect the papers after all!

**ULTRA-FINE FRENCH PAPERS**
The slow-burning, high-quality paper that we use is sourced directly from France! This allows for our papers to be some of the highest quality papers on the market.

**PREMIUM ADD-ONS**
We’re able to offer embossing, foil, uv, double sided, colored tips, and more for those looking to enhance their booklets beyond the conventional options.

**FOOD GRADE / FSC CERTIFIED**
Our rolling papers meet all of the standards required by the FDA and EU for paper that is in contact with food. The FSC certification shows that our papers are sustainably-sourced and environmentally friendly!
At Custom Cones USA, we’re here to provide you with everything you need to create a successful pre-roll brand. We understand that every business in the cannabis industry is unique, and with that comes varying business scales. Because of this, we’ve decided to offer graphic design services for the various custom products that we offer in order to make your pre-roll launch hassle-free!

**CUSTOM DESIGN SERVICES**

**PRE-ROLL DESIGN SERVICES**

**CUSTOM CRUTCHES**

**CUSTOM LABELS**

**CUSTOM PACKAGES**

**CUSTOM PROMO ITEMS**

**TIERS**

**BASIC**
- Simple Fixes and Corrections
- Review Your Art
- Logo Placement for Cones
- Walk You Through the Ordering Process

**STARTER**
- Applying Logos and Chosen Font, Colors, and Text to a Template
- Includes One Revision
- Supply All Artwork
- Walk You Through the Ordering Process

**PRO**
- Bringing a Client’s Idea to Life with Their Pre-made Logo and Brand
- Includes Two Revisions
- Supply All Artwork
- An Hour of Design Consultation
- Walk You Through the Ordering Process

CONTACT US TODAY TO GET STARTED ON YOUR DESIGN PROJECT
**PAPER TYPES**

- **REFINED WHITE**
- **UNREFINED BROWN**
- **NATURAL HEMP**
- **PRINTED PAPERS**
- **HEMP WRAP BLUNTS**
- **TENDU LEAF BLUNTS**
- **PALM LEAF BLUNTS**

**LIFE-SIZE CONE CHART**

- **1 GRAM**: 12mm, 109mm, 26mm
- **3/4 GRAM**: 11.5mm, 98mm
- **1/2 GRAM**: 8.8mm, 98mm
- **1/2 GRAM**: 11mm, 84mm

CUSTOMCOONESUSA.COM